THE “PILED HIGHER & DEEPER” BOOK COLLECTIONS!

Often called the “Dilbert” of academia, *Piled Higher & Deeper* is the unique and popular comic strip about life, or the lack thereof, in graduate school.

*Piled Higher and Deeper* has appeared in the Stanford, MIT, Caltech and Carnegie Mellon newspapers among others, and it is published online where it receives over 5 million page views a month from over 1000 universities and colleges worldwide.

A hit with graduates, undergraduates and parents, the *Piled Higher and Deeper* book collections will have your customers laughing and crying at the same time!

---

**REVIEWS**

“Hilarious.”
- *The Chronicle of Higher Education* chronicle.com

“You’ll laugh and wince at Jorge Cham’s smart comic strip, which feels your pain, your panic, your coffee addiction… and your departmental politics.”
- USA TODAY.com

---

**TESTIMONIALS**

“These books are among our best-selling non-science titles. There’s nothing else like them on the market. Any campus with graduate students has to have them.”
- Linwood Tabata, Buyer, The Caltech Bookstore

“Piled Higher and Deeper is the sleeper best seller of the Cornell Store. The book sells to everyone, not just graduate students.”
- Ted Arnold, Buyer, The Cornell Store

---

**AVAILABLE THROUGH**

Piled Higher & Deeper Publishing
(310) 918-2459 sales@phdcomics.com

---
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Titles:

“Piled higher and Deeper: A graduate student comic strip collection”  
(IsBN 0972169504)

“Life is tough and then you graduate: the second Piled Higher and Deeper comic strip collection”  
(IsBN 0972169520)

“Scooped! The third Piled Higher and Deeper comic strip collection”  
(IsBN 0972169539)